CIRCULATING MATERIALS

BF175.S.A33 C37 2017
Adlerian psychotherapy / Jon Carlson and Matt Englar-Carlson.

BF575.S37 K44 2018
Becoming whole : a healing companion to ease emotional pain and find self-love / Bruce Alan Kehr, M.D.

BF637.I5 N53 2018
Essential interviewing skills for the helping professions : a social justice and wellness approach / Nicole Nicotera.

BF697.S.B63 E56 2017
Beauty sick : how the cultural obsession with appearance hurts girls and women / Renee Engeln, Ph. D.

BF721.S63 2017 v. 82 No. 4
Moving through adolescence : developmental trajectories of African American and European American youth / Leslie Morrison Gutman, University College London, Stephen C. Peck, University of Michigan, Oksana Malanchuk, University of Michigan, Arnold J. Sameroff, University of Michigan, Jacquelynne S. E

BF721.S63 2018

BF721.S63 2018 v. 83 No. 1
Vocabulary of 2-year-olds learning English and an additional language : norms and effects of linguistic distance / Caroline Floccia, Thomas D. Sambrook, Claire Delle Luche, Rosa Kwok, Jeremy Goslin, Laurence White, Allegra Cattani, Emily Sullivan, Kirsten Abbot-Smith, Andrea Krott, Debbie Mills, Car

BF76.5 .U73 2018
Designing and proposing your research project / Jennifer Brown Urban and Bradley Matheus van Eeden-Moorefield.

BF76.8 .P76 2019
The psychology student writer's manual and reader's guide / Jill M. Scott, Gregory M. Scott, Stephen M. Garrison.

BJ1031.T4745 2017
When doing the right thing is impossible / Lisa Tessman.

BJ1815 .E86 2017
Etiquette and taboos around the world : a geographic encyclopedia of social and cultural customs / Ken Taylor and Victoria Williams, editors.

BJ2051 .P62 2014
Emily Post's wedding etiquette / Anna Post and Lizzie Post ; with illustrations by Happy Menocal.

BL2018.5.G85 S55 1990
Sikh religion.
Istanbul: a tale of three cities / Bettany Hughes.

Shoot like a girl: one woman's dramatic fight in Afghanistan and on the home front / Mary Jennings Hegar.

Ancient Southeast Asia / John N. Miksic and Geok Yian Goh.

Road to disaster: a new history of America's descent into Vietnam / Brian VanDeMark.

The last Ottoman generation and the making of the modern Middle East / Michael Provence.

China: a history in objects / Jessica Harrison-Hall.

Understanding contemporary China / edited by Robert E. Gamer, Stanley W. Toops.

China, 1900: the eyewitnesses speak: the experience of Westerners in China during the Boxer Rebellion, as described by participants in letters, diaries, and photographs / Frederic A. Sharf and Peter Harrington.

The soul of America: the battle for our better angels / Jon Meacham.

A people's history for the classroom / Bill Bigelow [and Howard Zinn].

Many voices, one nation: material culture reflections on race and migration in the United States / edited by Margaret Salazar-Porzio and Joan Fragaszy Troyano, with Lauren Safranek.

A different mirror: a history of multicultural America / Ronald Takaki.

U.S. Latino issues / Rodolfo F. Acuña.

The Devil's to pay, General John Buford, USA / by Michael Phipps & John S. Peterson; afterword by Tom Buford.


Stonewall Jackson and the American Civil War / by G.F.R. Henderson; new introduction by Thomas L. Connelly.

The lost indictment of Robert E. Lee: the forgotten case against an American icon / John Reeves.

Meade of Gettysburg / by Freeman Cleaves; foreword by Herman Hattaway.

For God's sake, forward: General John F. Reynolds, USA / by Michael A. Riley; afterword by Alan T. Nolan.

Fort Monroe: the key to the South / John V. Quarstein and Dennis P. Mroczkowski; Sarah Goldberger, David L. Johnson, J. Michael Moore, and Tim Smith, photo editors.

Before Antietam: the battle for South Mountain / by John Michael Priest; foreword by Edwin C. Bearss.

The Cavalry at Gettysburg: a tactical study of mounted operations during the Civil War's pivotal campaign, 9 June-14 July 1863 / Edward G. Longacre.


Stand firm ye boys from Maine: the 20th Maine and the Gettysburg Campaign / by Thomas A. Desjardin.

High tide at Gettysburg: the campaign in Pennsylvania / by Glenn Tucker.


The hour was one of horror: East Cemetery Hill at Gettysburg / by John M. Archer.

Through blood & fire at Gettysburg: General Joshua Chamberlain and the 20th Maine / by Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain.

A concise guide to the artillery at Gettysburg / by Gregory A. Coco.

Crisis at the crossroads: the first day at Gettysburg.

E.P. Alexander and the artillery action in the Peach Orchard: a tactical overview of the artillery action near the Peach Orchard at Gettysburg on July 2, 1863 / R.L. Murray.

McPherson's Ridge: the first battle for the high ground, July 1, 1863 / Steven H. Newton.

The attack and defense of Little Round Top, Gettysburg, July 2, 1863 / by Oliver Willcox Norton.

Guide to Pennsylvania troops at Gettysburg / Richard Rollins and Dave Schultz.
E475.53 .S5 1995
Morning at Willoughby Run : July 1, 1863 / Richard S. Shue.

E475.53 .S555 1995
Double canister at ten yards! : the Federal artillery and the repulse of Pickett's charge / by David Shultz.

E475.53 .W5 2002
Gettysburg : day three / Jeffrey D. Wert.

E475.53.D765 2007
Torn families : death and kinship at the Battle of Gettysburg / Michael A. Dreese.

E475.53.G393 1995
Gettysburg / by the editors of Time-Life Books.

E476.57 .R63 1991
Back door to Richmond : the Bermuda Hundred Campaign, April-June 1864 / William Glenn Robertson.

E476.66 .V3 1960
Jubal's raid : General Early's famous attack on Washington in 1864 / Frank E. Vandiver.

E477.33 .L49 1988
The guns of Cedar Creek / Thomas A. Lewis.

E477.67 .M37 2006
Lee's last retreat : the flight to Appomattox / William Marvel.

E477.67 .C34 1997
The Appomattox campaign : March 29-April 9, 1865 / Chris M. Calkins.

E491.G53 1992
The Civil War military machine : weapons and tactics of the Union and Confederate armed forces / Ian Drury & Tony Gibbons.

E573.5 11th C48 1999

E591 .T76 1989

E596 .S84 1991
Iron afloat : the story of the Confederate armorclads / William N. Still, Jr.

E628.B52 2002
They fought like demons : women soldiers in the American Civil War / DeAnne Blanton and Lauren M. Cook.

E807.1.R48 A25 2017
Eleanor Roosevelt : in her words : on women, politics, leadership, and lessons from life / edited by Nancy Woloch.

E840.8.M467 A3 2018
The restless wave : good times, just causes, great fights, and other appreciations / John McCain and Mark Salter.

E840.8.P34 A3 2014
Worthy fights : a memoir of leadership in war and peace / Leon Panetta ; with Jim Newton.

E911.T87 2017
Unbelievable : my front-row seat to the craziest campaign in American history / Katy Tur.
Cuba libre: a 500-year quest for independence / Philip Brenner and Peter Eisner.

The Lost Colony of Roanoke: new perspectives / Brandon Fullam.

Appomattox County / Patrick A. Schroeder and Scott Frantel.

The last days of the Incas / Kim MacQuarrie.


The Environmental resource handbook. 2017/18, ninth edition / publisher, Leslie Mackenzie; editorial director, Laura Mars; statistics director, David Garoogian.

Unstable ground: climate change, conflict, and genocide / by Alex Alvarez.

The dragon: fear and power / Martin Arnold.

Classic beauty: the history of makeup / Gabriela Hernandez.

The dictionary of fashion history / Valerie Cumming, C.W. Cunnington and P.E. Cunnington.

100 greatest video game characters / edited by Jaime Banks, Robert Mejia, Aubrie Adams.

Latino stars in major league baseball: from Bobby Abreu to Carlos Zambrano / Jonathan Weeks.

Game of privilege: an African American history of golf / Lane Demas.

Evidence / Howard S. Becker.

Economics for the common good / Jean Tirole; translated by Steven Rendall.

Basic income: a radical proposal for a free society and a sane economy / Philippe Van Parijs, Yannick Vanderborght.


The 9/11 Commission report: the attack from planning to aftermath: authorized text / with an afterword by Philip Zelikow.

Hacking ISIS: how to destroy the cyber jihad / Malcolm Nance and Chris Sampson; foreword by Ali H. Soufan.

Black and blue: inside the divide between the police and Black America / Jeff Pegues.

The Senate Intelligence Committee report on torture: committee study of the Central Intelligence Agency's Detention and Interrogation Program / Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.


Community-based corrections / Leanne Fiftal Alarid, The University of Texas at El Paso.

Capital and convict: race, region, and punishment in post-Civil War America / Henry Kamerling.

Can democracy work?: a short history of a radical idea, from ancient Athens to our world / James Miller.

Inventing human rights: a history / Lynn Hunt.

Who speaks for the poor?: electoral geography, party entry, and representation / Karen Long Jusko.

Inside Congress: a guide for navigating the politics of the House and Senate floors / Trevor Corning, Reema Dodin, Kyle Nevins.

First to the party: the group origins of party transformation / Christopher Baylor.

Collusion: secret meetings, dirty money, and how Russia helped Donald Trump win / Luke Harding.

American oligarchy: the permanent political class / Ron Formisano.


Playing to the edge: American intelligence in the age of terror / Michael V. Hayden.

The president's book of secrets: the untold story of intelligence briefings to America's presidents from Kennedy to Obama / David Priess.

The foundation of the CIA: Harry Truman, the Missouri Gang, and the origins of the Cold War / Richard E. Schroeder.
JV6450.I5597 2017
Immigration & immigrant communities (1650-2016) / editor, James S. Pula, PhD.

JV6456 .A38 2018
No one is illegal : fighting racism and state violence on the U.S.-Mexico border / Justin Akers Chacón, Mike Davis ; photographs by Julián Cardona.

JV6483.U8 2018

JV6484 .B39 2014
Encountering Ellis Island : how European immigrants entered America / Ronald H. Bayor.

KF1614.B37 2017
Adcreep : the case against modern marketing / Mark Bartholomew.

KF3319 .A46 2017
American labor struggles and law histories / edited by Kenneth M. Casebeer.

KF3570 .O844 2016
Occupational safety and health law handbook / Melissa A. Bailey [and 15 others].

KF3827 .R4 2018
HIPAA for health care professionals / Dan Krager, Carole H. Krager.

KF4541.M278 2010
Ratification : the people debate the Constitution, 1787-1788 / Pauline Maier.

KF480 .J64 2003
Make them go away : Clint Eastwood, Christopher Reeve and the case against disability rights / Mary Johnson.

KF750.Z9 C59 2018
Plan your estate / Attorney Denis Clifford.

KF9370 .B47 2018
Start here : a road map to reducing mass incarceration / Greg Berman and Julian Adler.

KF9794 .F45 2017
The evolution of the juvenile court : race, politics, and the criminalizing of juvenile justice / Barry C. Feld.

KZA1692.S68 2018
The South China Sea conflict / [compiled by] H. W. Wilson, a division of EBSCO Information Services.

LB1042 .S838 2018
Storytelling strategies for reaching and teaching children with special needs / Sherry Norfolk and Lyn Ford, editors ; foreword by Kendall Haven.

LB1631 .C4486 2016
Making the journey : being and becoming a teacher of English language arts / Leila Christenbury, Ken Lindblom.

LB2340.2 .E48 2017

LB2351.2 .C6414 2017
College handbook 2018.
PE1115 .H39 2016
Write like a pro : ten techniques for getting your point across at work (and in life) / Carl Hausman.

PN1009.5.R32 N47 2017
Was the cat in the hat black? : the hidden racism of children's literature, and the need for diverse books / Philip Nel.

PN161 .G46 2016
Getting it published : a guide for scholars and anyone else serious about serious books / William Germano.

PN1999.W3 T465 2017

PN3377.5.R45 H37 2011
Storycraft : the complete guide to writing narrative nonfiction / Jack Hart.

PN4888.F35 A48 2018

PN6727.L39 Z54 2017
Stan Lee : the man behind Marvel / Bob Batchelor.

PR6057.A319 T75 2015

PS3511.I744 P4 1957

PS3511.R94 I5 1962
In the clearing / by Robert Frost.

PS3563.A7239 Z63 2018
Chivalry in Westeros : the knightly code of A song of ice and fire / Carol Parrish Jamison.

PS3570.E15 Z46 2018
Against memoir : complaints, confessions & criticisms / Michelle Tea.

PS3573.A425 Z85 2017
Alice Walker : a woman for our times / Deborah G. Plant.

PS374.Y57 T69 2017

PS509.C56 N63 2000
Noche buena : Hispanic American Christmas stories / edited by Nicolòs Kanellos.

PS663.W65 F76 2003

QA107.2 .B57 2015
Basic college mathematics / Marvin L. Bittinger, Judith A. Beecher, Barbara L. Johnson.

QA11.2 .Z34 2017
Becoming the math teacher you wish you'd had : ideas and strategies from vibrant classrooms / Tracy Johnston Zager ; foreword by Elham Kazemi.
Making sense of research in nursing, health and social care / Pam Moule.


LGBTQ cultures : what health care professionals need to know about sexual and gender diversity / Michele J. Eliason, Peggy L. Chinn.

The fluoride wars : how a modest public health measure became America's longest-running political melodrama / by R. Allan Freeze., Jay. H. Lehr.

Disinfectants : properties, applications and effectiveness / Ana Sofia Cardoso, Cristina Maria Martins Almeida, Telma Costa Cordeiro and Vanessa De Jesus Gaffney, editors.

Principles and practice of disinfection, preservation, and sterilization / edited by Adam P. Fraise, Jean-Yves Maillard, Syed A. Sattar.

Slow medicine : the way to healing / Victoria Sweet.

Understanding chronic fatigue syndrome : an introduction for patients and caregivers / Naheed Ali.

Book of woe : the DSM and the unmaking of psychiatry / Gary Greenberg.

Insane consequences : how the mental health industry fails the mentally ill / DJ Jaffe.

The Johns Hopkins guide to psychological first aid / George S. Everly, Jr., Johns Hopkins University, Jeffrey M. Lating, Loyola University Maryland.

Understanding schizophrenia : a practical guide for patients, families, and health care professionals / Ravinder Reddy, MD, and Matcheri S. Keshavan, MD.

The Alzheimer's medical advisor : a caregiver's guide to common medical and behavioral signs and symptoms in persons with dementia / editor : Philip Sloane, MD, MPH ; contributor : Anna Beeber, PhD, GNP, RN, Sheryl Zimmerman, PhD, Christine Lathren, MD, MSPH, Lisa P. Gwyther, MSW, Bobbi Matchar, M

Built: the hidden stories behind our structures / Roma Agrawal.

Toxic safety: flame retardants, chemical controversies, and environmental health / Alissa Cordner.

Fundamentals of fire protection for the safety professional / Dr. Lon H. Ferguson, CSP, CFPS, and Dr. Christopher A. Janicak, CSP, CEA, ARM.


Sustainable green design and firefighting: a fire chief's perspective / Ronald R. Spadafora.

Black firefighters and the FDNY: the struggle for jobs, justice, and equity in New York City / David Goldberg.

Lights out: a cyberattack, a nation unprepared, surviving the aftermath / Ted Koppel.

Wizard: the life and times of Nikola Tesla: biography of a genius / Marc J. Seifer.

Unacknowledged: an expose of the world's greatest secret / by Steven M. Greer, M.D.; edited by Steve Alten.

The archaeology of American mining / Paul J. White; foreword by Michael S. Nassaney.

Boom!: the chemistry and history of explosives / Simon Quellen Field.

Flash: the making of Weegee the Famous / Christopher Bonanos.

The smartphone photography guide: shoot, edit, experiment, share / Peter Cope.

Overcrowded: designing meaningful products in a world awash with ideas / Roberto Verganti.

Plywood: a material story / Christopher Wilk with Elizabeth Bisley.

Craftivism: the art of craft and activism / edited by Betsy Greer.

Roots of war: wanting power, seeing threat, justifying force / David G. Winter.

Jungle of snakes: a century of counterinsurgency warfare from the Philippines to Iraq / James R. Arnold.


On order:

Teaching for promise: transforming dis/ability through multimodal literacy instruction / Kathleen Collins.

Frommer's radiology for the dental professional / Jeanine J. Stabulas-Savage.

Simpson's Forensic Medicine, 14th Edition / Jason Payne-James.

Hnefatafl: the sacred game of Britain, Ireland and Scandinavia / Jonathon George.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

BL310 .B82 1947 Bulfinch's mythology: the age of fable, the age of chivalry, legends of Charlemagne / Thomas Bulfinch; illustrated by Elinore Blaisdell.

CD3065.P87 2012 Academic archives: managing the next generation of college and university archives, records, and special collections / Aaron D. Purcell.


GT76.W54 2017 Celebrating life customs around the world: from baby showers to funerals / Victoria Williams.

HA214 .A53 2012 Ancestry & ethnicity in America: a comparative guide to over 200 ethnic backgrounds: where we come from, how we identify ourselves, where we live now / [editorial director, Laura Mars; senior editor, David Garoogian].


BOARD GAMES

Apples to apples : party in a tin game / original concept and prototype, Matthew Kirby.

Blokus : the strategy game for the whole family game.
Exploding kittens: a card game for people who are into kittens and explosions and laser beams and sometimes goats. Created by Elan Lee, Matthew Inman, and Shane Small.

Mancala game.

Munchkin deluxe: kill the monsters, steal the treasure, stab your buddy. Game design by Steve Jackson; illustrated by John Kovalic.

Mysterium game. Oleksandr Nevski, Oleg Sidorenko.

Photosynthesis game. Hjalmar Hach, Sabrina Miramon.

Pictionary: the game of quick draw game.

Risk!: Parker Brothers continental game.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT

DS481.G3 M44 2017
I am Gandhi / Brad Meltzer; illustrated by Christopher Eliopoulos.

HV1624.K4 M45 2015
I am Helen Keller / Brad Meltzer; illustrated by Christopher Eliopoulos.

E185.97.K5 M398 2016
I am Martin Luther King, Jr. / Brad Meltzer; illustrated by Christopher Eliopoulos.

TL789.85.A75 M45 2018
I am Neil Armstrong / Brad Meltzer; illustrated by Christopher Eliopoulos.

F334.M753 P385554 2014
I am Rosa Parks / Brad Meltzer; illustrated by Christopher Eliopoulos.

Strong girls gift set / Brad Meltzer; illustrated by Christopher Eliopoulos.